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Solutions to improve
the working lives
of everyone
As one of the world’s leading suppliers of business technologies, Panasonic System Communications
Company Europe (PSCEU) provides specialist equipment that allows your organisation to continually
perform at its best, whatever its size.
We help companies to capture, compute and communicate image, voice and textual information for
improved business efficiency and performance.

Visual System Solutions

Professional displays

Projectors

Computer Product Solutions

Toughbook

Toughpad

From cutting-edge voice and security systems to
multi-functional printers; and from rugged mobile
computers to world-class broadcast equipment
and visual technologies, Panasonic is committed
to offering unrivalled professional solutions for
a better working world.

EPOS systems

Professional Camera Solutions

Broadcast products

With over 50 years of experience and engineering
design expertise across a range of business sectors,
combined with unmatched quality and market-leading
technology, PSCEU offers unrivalled capabilities
on a global scale.

Industrial Medical Vision (IMV)

Communication Solutions

Multi-functional printers

SIP terminals

PBX telephone switches

Professional scanners

Access control

Cameramanager

Security Solutions

Security products
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Fire alarms
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Professional Displays
and Projectors
Displaying
business
at its best

Projecting
the future

Panasonic has a long and established history as a leader in the field of projector development
and innovation, with more than 35 years of experience and expertise.
Thanks to extensive customer research, even the smallest details are carefully considered
to create projectors that are easy to use.
Cutting-edge technologies and collaboration with Hollywood image experts help to produce
unmatched picture brightness and sharpness.

Panasonic professional displays are the optimum choice for commercial applications.
Our extensive lineup provides huge flexibility for organisations like yours, whatever
your size and whatever your needs.
All our models are purpose-built for ultra-reliability in a wide range of professional
environments and adverse weather conditions. They’re impact-resistant for easy
transportation and safe, continuous use in busy areas.

With the highest standards of quality control and durability, our models are designed for
maximum reliability with minimal maintenance.

Panasonic’s professional displays offer effortless installation, both horizontally and
vertically. They also link easily to other devices in order to transmit data and display
complex images remotely.

Panasonic projectors offer unparalleled versatility, with flexible installation options and tilting
360-degree projection. Our abundant lens selection covers a wide range of throw distances,
and projection capability can be expanded to super-wide or even curved surfaces.

By consuming a relatively small amount of power, the range is both cost-effective
and eco-friendly.

For nearly a century, Panasonic has paved the way with eco-focussed initiatives, so you can rest
assured we continually strive to increase the energy efficiency of our products and processes.

Offering LED technology, our displays deliver stunning picture quality, unmatched
brightness and crystal-clear sharpness, for images that are breathtakingly beautiful.

Whatever your space and whatever your needs, we have the entire spectrum covered and are
proud to offer the widest, superior selection of projectors on the market.
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Panasonic projectors
Product highlights

Installation projectors for museums, exhibitions and digital signage
AVAILABLE FROM SUMMER 2016

1-Chip DLP™ laser phosphor projectors

PT-RZ970 Series

- 35 years’ experience in developing projectors.

PT-RZ970 / PT-RW930 / PT-RX110

- A full range of lamp-free laser technology for maximum reliability and minimal maintenance.

10,000 lm-class ultra compact with laser light source

- 3-Chip DLP™ projectors boast the highest reliability and robust-yet-lightweight bodies.

-	10,000 lm (centre) laser light source for high flexible and durable operation
-	Maintenance free up to 20,000 hours with dust-resistant optical block and
long lasting laser engine
- Free 360 degree installation and Geometric Manager Pro function

-	
Ideal for boardrooms, classrooms and auditoriums, fixed installation or portable projectors

produce the most vibrant images for data and video in their class.

Geo. Pro

See pages 20-21 for the full projector line-up

Large venue projectors for rental and staging applications
30,000 lm-class
3-Chip DLPTM laser phosphor projectors

1-Chip DLP™ projectors

PT-DZ870 Series

AVAILABLE FROM AUTUMN 2016

PT-RZ31K Series
PT-RZ31K / PT-RS30K

PT-DZ870 / PT-DW830 / PT-DX100

Stunning image quality in a compact body designed for large
venue applications

Stunning colours and highly flexible projection

-	28,000 lm (centre) laser light source for the highest flexible
and durable operation
-	120Hz high frame rate with Panasonic real motion Processor
frame creation technology for superb and sharp motion pictures
-	Lamp free and dust resistant liquid cooling system with
limited maintenance

-	8,500 lm brightness and excellent image quality, thanks
to dynamic RGB booster and vivid colour control
-	Dual Lamp System with Lamp Relay mode enables 24/7 operation
-	Eco Filter enables up to 12,000 hours of air filter replacement cycle

Geo. Pro

Geo. Pro

1-Chip DLP™ laser phosphor projectors

PT-RZ670 Series

3-Chip DLP™ projectors

PT-DZ21K2 Series

PT-RZ670 / PT-RW630

PT-DZ21K2 / PT-DS20K2 / PT-DW17K2 / PT-DZ16K2
Compact 20,000 lm flagships deliver spellbinding picture quality

Laser light source 1-Chip DLP™ projectors
with 6,500 lm of brightness

- 120Hz frame rate for stunning image quality
- Quad-lamp redundancy for failsafe operation
- Fully featured for single or multi-mapping installations

- Up to 20,000 hours maintenance-free operation
- 360° projection capability
- Multi-screen support system
Geo. Pro
Geo. Pro

3-Chip DLP™ laser phosphor projectors

PT-RQ13K Series

Geo. Pro

AVAILABLE FROM MARCH 2016

1-Chip DLP™ laser phosphor projectors

PT-RQ13K / PT-RZ12K / PT-RS11K

PT-RZ570 Series

The world’s smallest and lightest 4K+
3-Chip DLP™ laser phosphor projector*

Endurance laser projector for education

- 10,000 lm brightness and 240Hz high frame rate
-	Lamp free and dust resistant liquid cooling system with
20,000 hrs of limited maintenance
- Fully featured for single or multi-mapping installations

PT-RZ570

-	5,400 lumens (centre) high brightness and 20,000:1 contrast ratio
for excellent image quality
-	Maintenance free up to 20,000 hours with dust-resistant optical block
and long lasting laser engine
- Free 360 degree installation

* PT-RQ13K model number as of February 2016
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Lighting projection
LCD projectors

Integrated laser 1-Chip DLP™ projector and lighting function

EZ770 Series

PT-JW130 Space Player

PT-EZ770Z / PT-EW730Z / PT-EX800Z
Up to 7,500 lm, low TCO and flexible installation

 potlight shaped design to create new
S
appealing exhibits

- Superb image in brightly lit rooms thanks to Daylight View Basic function
- Flexible installation and system integration thanks to DIGITAL LINK
- Low maintenance and running costs

- Flexible installation using standard lighting rails
-	Wide range of selectable video inputs including
SD card, HDMI, wired and wireless LAN
-	Can project in all directions below
its horizontal axis

LCD projectors

AVAILABLE FROM SPRING 2016

PT-EZ590 Series

PT-EZ590 / PT-EW650 / PT-EW550 / PT-EX620 / PT-EX520
Compact, powerful projectors designed to light up lecture theaters
and conference rooms
- 5,400 lumens brightness and 10,000:1 contrast ratio
- Low TCO and easy maintenance
- Wide range of optional lenses for flexible installation
option

Detachable short throw lenses

ET-D75LE90

ET-DLE030

ET-ELW22

Ultra short throw lens
for 3-chip DLP™ projectors
(200 inch screen produced
from 1.6 m distance)*1.

Ultra short throw lens
for 1-chip DLP projectors
(100 inch screen produced
from 84 cm distance)*2.

Short throw zoom lens for
EZ770 and EZ580 series LCD
installation projectors (100 inch
screen can be produced from
1.71 to 2.13 m distance)*3.

*1 This is the distance from the tip of the lens to the screen when using PT-DZ21K. The projection distance differs depending on the projector used. *2 This is the distance from the tip
of the lens to the screen when using PT-DZ870. The projection distance differs depending on the projector used. *3 This is the distance from the tip of the lens to the screen when using
PT-EZ770Z / PT-EZ580. The projection distance differs depending on the projector used.

Portable range for education and corporate sectors
LCD projectors

PT-VZ570 Series

PT-VZ575N / PT-VZ570 / PT-VW535N / PT-VW530 /
PT-VX605N / PT-VX600
World’s first* LCD portable projector with WUXGA resolution
- High brightness ranging from 4,800 lm to 5,500 lm
- Long lamp and filter replacement cycle up to 7,000 hours
-	Vertical lens shift, horizontal and vertical keystone, geometric
adjustment functions
* PT-VZ575N / VZ570 only (in the less-than-5 kg category, as of June 2014).

N models

LCD projectors

PT-VW350 Series

All-in-One connectivity

All-in-one connectivity

DIGITAL LINK switcher ET-YFB200G (optional)

Digital Interface Box ET-YFB100G (optional)

Equipped with two DIGITAL LINK output terminals.
Allows transmission of HDMI, uncompressed HD
digital video, audio and control signals (Ethernet,
RS-232C) for up to 150 meters*2 through a single
CAT5e (STP) cable or higher.

Equipped with a DIGITAL LINK output terminal.
Allows transmission of HDMI, uncompressed
HD digital video, audio and control signals
(Ethernet, RS-232C) for up to 100 meters (328 feet)
through a single CAT5e (STP) cable or higher.

*1

Turnkey solution for multi-window presentations

Early Warning Software

Multi-window Processor ET-MWP100G (optional)

Early Warning Software ET-SWA100

The ET-MWP100G Multi-window Processor makes
it possible to quickly and efficiently combine
multiple displays and projectors into a video
wall or a multi-vision system.

The ET-SWA100 Early Warning Software monitors
projectors and displays connected to an intranet
and informs you when an abnormality is detected or
predicted*3, and when there are symptoms of trouble.

*1

PT-VW355N / PT-VW350 / PT-VX425N / PT-VX420
The lighter, brighter portable projector
- Wireless support for any device*
- Ultra-bright images and lightweight body
- Automatic setup and flexible operation

*1 When the optional DIGITAL LINK board is mounted. *2 Applicable models: PT-RZ12K/RS11K,PT-DZ21K2/DS20K2/DW17K2/DZ16K2, PT-DZ780/DW750/DX820 projectors and LF80
professional displays in Long Reach Mode for signals up to 1080p. For other DIGITAL LINK models: up to 100 m (328 ft). *3 Please note that the software does not guarantee the
prediction of all device breakdowns in all instances.

* Wireless support and Intel® Pro WIDI available with PT-VW355N / VX425N only.
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Panasonic displays
Product highlights

Multi-touch screen displays

- Multi-touch screen ensures ease of use and quicker operation

80"

-	Wireless functionality support for multi-platform and next
generation wireless technology, ProWiDi

65"

- Robust design and wide range of input terminals.

-	System Expandability with DIGITAL LINK, based on HDBaseT™
technology, and SLOT2.0

50"

- Featuring advanced technologies such as integrated System On Chip, OpenPort PLATFORM™.

BF1 Series

Full professional features for efficient collaboration
and learning

AVAILABLE FROM MAY 2016

- LCD technology, ranging from 32" all the way up to 4K 98" display.

Touch screen LCD displays

-	
Flexible configuration through interchangeable input boards and interactive touch panels,

lifting and mounting systems.

350 cd/m2

See pages 22-23 for the full displays line-up

Large 4K displays

Video Wall displays

4K UHD LCD displays
*

LQ70/LQ70L Series

55"

Panasonic’s large 4K displays offer excellent reliability
for professional use

-	Highly seamless image quality with simplified operation
for signage and business applications

500 cd/m2

- High durability
- Outstanding picture quality

700 cd/m2

- System expandability
*L versions are protective glassless models

Panasonic introduces its new extreme narrow
bezel to bezel 1.8mm* video wall display

AVAILABLE FROM AUTUMN 2016

Actual resolution:
3840x2160px

* Bezel to bezel

LQ70 Series Only

Entry displays

Indoor displays

32" AVAILABLE FROM SPRING 2016
75"/84" AVAILABLE FROM SUMMER 2016
AVAILABLE FROM SPRING 2016

Full HD LCD displays featuring Android™
based platform

LED backlight entry displays

84"

EF1 Series

AF1 Series

Stylish professional LCD display offering high level of efficiency

Cost effective and self contained solution for high impact
digital signage

32"

- Simple Signage – USB Media Player, Content list delivery function
- Extensive connectivity

- Adaptable and versatile with excellent reliability

350 cd/m2

- Stylish design – narrow bezel

- Simple installation and easy operation

75"

500 cd/m2

- High brightness, resolution and off-axis visibility

The Android robot is reproduced or
modified
from work
and shared
The Android
robotcreated
is reproduced
or modified from work created
byand
Google
andby
used
according
to terms
shared
Google
and used
according to terms described
described
in the Creative
Commons
3.0
in the Creative
Commons
3.0 Attribution
License.
Attribution License.

LED backlight entry displays

Full HD LCD Displays

LFE8 Series

LF80/LF8 Series

Stylish professional LCD display offering high level

High-brightness displays offering superb reliability and operability

of efficiency

- High reliability

-	Stylish design with narrow bezel

- High picture quality
LF80: 700 cd/m2
LF8: 500 cd/m2

- Easy operation

350 cd/m2
*

-	Simple signage – USB media player
-	Portrait and multi-screen configuration

*LF80 Series only
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Case Studies

MUSEUM

From world-class professional equipment for the rental and staging industry to interactive displays
for retail, Panasonic Visual System Solutions are integrated into operations across many sectors,
exceeding the expectations of specialists looking to achieve unforgettable visual impact, while driving
productivity and efficiency.

Standing the test of time with GECO

RETAIL

“

Having originally replaced a large network of display screens for retailer GECO
in 2012, Panasonic was called on to continue its further development, with the
planned number of screens to exceed 470 in 2015. With the focus on quality,
customer functionality and seamless operation, Panasonic was able to
increase GECO’s network growth with as little demand on budget as possible.

We promised to ensure no increase in real operational
costs during the whole lifetime of the system.
Panasonic’s technology helps us in this matter.

”

Ondřej Kreidl, CEO of Glance Media

“
EXHIBITION

With limited space and light in the 2015 race’s press conference marquee,
high-brightness projection was vital, but only a very short throw distance
was available. Three of Panasonic’s compact PT-DZ21Ks, equipped with
ET-D75LE90 ultra-short throw lenses, allowed organisers to create one
large, seamless image from a distance of only five feet.

Panasonic’s ultra-short lenses are making things
possible which weren’t possible before.
John Gibson, Project Manager at staging firm, Hamilton Rentals

The use of 56 Panasonic projectors, primarily the Solid
Shine™ PT-RZ330 models, brought convicts and guards
back to life in the old prison’s cell blocks and gangways.
Discreetly installed and with 360-degree projection flexibility,
these projectors were the ideal choice to produce an immersive
experience, without revealing the image source. Equally,
very low maintenance requirements means that they will
run for up to seven years without the need for filter or light
source replacements.

“

The Panasonic Laser/LED projectors
have coped with any mounting position
we chose and, because they emit little
heat and are virtually silent, they have
helped maintain the atmosphere, even
in confined spaces.

”

”

EXHIBITION
Working in harmony at the Japanese
Pavilion at Milan Expo
As one of the largest pavilions at the 2015 expo, maintaining
high brightness, exceptional resolution and crisp clarity
of images on a large scale was vital.

Award-winning work at Prague Palace
Students represented the UK at the prestigious Prague Quadrennial
of Performance, Design and Space festival by creating a mapping
installation on the walls of an historic Czech palace using Panasonic
projectors. Panasonic’s PT-DZ680 model helped the students to overcome
weight, power and short throw distance constraints to deliver an awardwinning performance.

“

The Panasonic projectors gave us the brightness,
resolution and contrast the exhibit demanded in an
efficient and compact product, perfect for this type
of installation.
Isao Ando, Deputy Pavilion Director
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Panasonic visual systems helped to create a truly multisensory experience for visitors at Faengslet Prison Museum.

Mads Havemann, Exhibition Designer

Shortening the distance at the London
Marathon, 2015

RENTAL

Recreating life behind bars
in Denmark

”

Multiple Panasonic projectors, including the PT-DZ870
1-Chip DLP™, the PT-DW640 1-Chip DLP™ and the
PT-DZ13K 3-Chip DLP™, more than met expectations
to seamlessly create peaceful, uplifting and engaging
exhibition spaces.
For a project of this scale, the cost-effectiveness
of Panasonic’s offerings, in terms of low power
consumption, proved invaluable.

“

Panasonic’s projection technology has
allowed us to tell our story in new,
exciting and engaging ways.

”

Isao Ando, Deputy Pavilion Director
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EXHIBITION

“

RENTAL

EXHIBITION

A field of ideas in Italy

Projecting old and new for the UAE

Some of the largest queues at the Expo Milano 2015 were
found at the German ‘Field of Ideas’ Pavilion, where the
latest projection techniques were used to create a truly
interactive experience.

The United Arab Emirates’ pavilion at the Milano 2015
Expo took visitors on a mesmerising journey to discover
both the history and future of the desert state, with the
help of Panasonic.

Multiple Panasonic PT-DZ570 1-chip DLP and laser/LED
PT-RZ470 projectors delivered captivating personalised
and interactive displays. The excellent brightness and
20,000 hours of maintenance-free operation the laser
projectors provide were ideal for the continuous use
required across the six-month expo.

While the exterior of the building was inspired by ancient
times, the inside was quite the opposite, with auditoriums
containing 170-degree theatre shows, interactive displays
and digital talks.

”

The use of low energy LED/laser hybrid
projector technology here not only ensured
excellent picture quality, but also fitted with
the sustainability themes of the pavilion
and wider expo.
Eva Raunsh, Project Manager

Panasonic PT-DZ21K 20,000 lumen projectors delivered
perfect clarity, brightness and contrast despite the huge
scale of the installations, to create realistic imagery and a
beautifully immersive experience that truly wowed visitors.

The Forum of Augustus

“

”

We were delighted to be working with
the Panasonic projectors. They were
subjected to a leaky roof and a very dusty
environment, without any problems.
Mark Burgin, Chairman of Sysco Productions

Inside one of Rome’s key archaeological sites, Panasonic
was able to deliver a unique visual experience,
recreating the splendor of an Imperial Forum, using
perfectly synchronised projections from 33 Panasonic
projectors covering a surface 300 metres long. Six
PT-EX16KE models were used to display larger images,
while 21 PT-VX500s focused on detail to create powerful
luminosity and resolution.

“

”

We decided to involve Panasonic
in the operation in light of the stringent
projection requirements and the number
of projectors required to successfully
implement the project.

3D MAPPING

Siro Volpato, Commercial Director, Adeo for Central Italy

A stunning showcase on the seafront
Blackpool is home to the world’s biggest free light show. For
nine months every year, 74 miles of lighting entertains more
than 3 million visitors. So Blackpool Council is faced with the
annual challenge of creating more stunning, more remarkable
and more unforgettable displays to keep the tourists flocking.

Panasonic Projectors create spectacular
stage wall

STAGING

To help bring Roger Water’s ‘The Wall Live’ concert tour to life,
40 units of Panasonic 20,000 lumens PT-DZ21KE and PT-DS20KE
projectors were installed into colossal stadiums and arenas to
create bright and crystal clear imagery, as the musician delivered
electrifying performances across Europe.

“

”

This wide wall stadium show couldn’t have been
done 40 years ago. We couldn’t have filled the
space in a way that would have been emotionally,
musically and theatrically satisfying. Technology
has changed. Now we can.
Roger Waters, Musician & Pink Floyd co-founder
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And that’s why the council turned to Panasonic technology.
Our partner, War Productions (WarPro), deployed 14 Panasonic
PT-DW17K2 high-brightness projectors to create an image
map that covered the front of Blackpool’s famous Ballroom and
Tower, and surrounding buildings. Running for 11 minutes,
the projection made for a fun, visually rich experience, with
WarPro particularly valuing the projectors’ throw distance,
brightness and outstanding reliability.

“

We needed to build redundancy in to the
project. The easiest way to do that was
by choosing the Panasonic projectors.

”

Alastair Young, Managing Director of WarPro
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MUSEUM

HIGHER EDUCATION

STAGING

Reconstructing the past at the
Museum of History, Bologna

Creating a sky full of stars
for Coldplay

The full-scale 3D installation of Etruscan monuments using
holographic techniques, and 3D video projection mapping
is no trivial undertaking, particularly when it must be
transportable, reproducible and adaptable to other
exhibition spaces. Thanks to 10 Panasonic PT-RZ670
full-laser projectors with HD wide-angle zoom lenses, the
museum was able to do just that, breathing new life into
these major historical pieces at a low total cost of ownership.

Panasonic projectors created state-of-the art video
experiences for Coldplay’s album launch shows, from
LA to The Royal Albert Hall. Panasonic PT-DZ21K
20,000 lumens projectors were used for their tilting
projection versatility in order to create planetariumstyle projections across varying-sized venues.

“

”

The choice of Panasonic video projectors
was not arbitrary. For a museum which
receives a constant, daily influx of hundreds
of visitors, cutting maintenance to a minimum
is a considerable advantage since service
is not interrupted at any time.

Displaying a bright future
at Kingston University
Following the successful installation of 170 Panasonic
laser/LED projectors across the university’s lecture
and seminar rooms, Kingston has purchased 60
Panasonic professional displays for a digital roll-out
across all five campus sites.

Gabriele Magagna, Acuson Product Manager

This innovative digital signage project will include 50"
TH-50LFE7E, 65" TH-65LFE7E and 47" TH-47LF6W
displays, and will allow content to be both easily
managed and presented clearly and cost effectively.

MUSEUM
Helping to breathe life into items
from the past
Since opening its doors in October 2014, Moesgaard Museum
in Aarhus has been bringing Denmark’s cultural history
to life, entertaining hundreds of thousands of visitors from
all generations. To help produce the most unforgettable
exhibits and installations, the museum is using a range
of Panasonic projectors, achieving unmissable projection
in the most demanding environments, where architecture,
content and visitor experience are all critical factors.

“

”

The new building fulfills the vision that
we have been working towards for many
years; to have a museum where we are
able to create those exact exhibitions
which we feel will give three generations
a shared museum experience.

“
”

“

We have been delighted with the laser
projectors and the implementation of the
digital signage projects will significantly
improve information sharing and
communication across the university.

”

Having already spent a long time
working with the Panasonic projectors
we already knew how compact the unit
size was and… knew we could rig the
projectors at any angle we liked.
Ben Miles, Mixed Emotions London

Simon Harrison, Chief Information Officer at Kingston University

Jan Skamby Madsen, Managing Director, Moesgaard Museum

BROADCAST
Video wall makes headlines at ARTE TV News
When European broadcasting channel ARTE wanted to launch a refresh of its
news show with the creation of a 12-screen video wall on a tight budget and
time frame, Panasonic’s TH-55LFV70 model was the natural choice. These 55"
screens combine flawless image quality and flexibility with extreme reliability,
allowing for an immersive visual experience and secure broadcasting continuity.

“

”

Our aim was to give television viewers the sense of diving
into the image, so we naturally chose these slim-edged
screens so that it is possible to zoom in, get tight close-ups
and play with formats.
Philippe Désert, Set Designer, Arte TV News
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3D MAPPING

MUSEUM
On top of the world in the Alps
A new exhibition on Switzerland’s Jungfraujoch creates
a winter wonderland that includes a 360-degree
audiovisual panorama with the help of Panasonic
projectors. Despite cold temperatures, the need for
long-term operation, cramped conditions and craggy
projection areas, Panasonic’s PT-DZ6700s were more
than up to the task.

”

“

Unlike competitors’ products, Panasonic
projectors meet all of our needs. That’s
why we decided to use them for this project.
Florian Züger, Head of Systems at Auviso

STAGING

PUBLIC DISPLAY

Eurovision Song Contest

A bright start to Bucharest’s anniversary celebrations
104 Panasonic projectors were used for one of the world’s
largest architectural video mapping shows to celebrate the
555th anniversary of Bucharest. Projecting onto a building
the size of the Palace of Parliament requires seriously
high-quality resolution, durability and energy efficiency;
Panasonic’s PT-DZ21K model offered the perfect solution.

“

”

We chose the DZ21K mostly because
we liked its resolution, its remote control
capabilities, its stability and the fact that
the projector is so energy efficient.

Panasonic contributed to one of the biggest shows
in the competition’s history by providing a superb
visual experience for the audience and contestants.
For a show of this scale nothing can be left to chance,
so Panasonic’s reliable, state-of-the-art technology
was the answer. Panasonic delivered eight displays
of 6.5 metres each and more than 130 flat panels
to give the audience magnificent picture quality,
resolution and colour.

Adrian Pochiscan, Technical Director, 360 Revolution

Panasonic fills Spanish airports
with images, light and colour

“
18

A digital advertising and messaging initiative was
successfully rolled out across Spanish airports thanks
to the installation of more than 170 Panasonic 70"
displays. Such busy areas require equipment robust
enough to withstand knocks and drops while offering
continuous operation. Panasonic’s TH-70LF50 LCD
displays were chosen not only for these reasons,
but also for their unmatched image quality.

” “

”

The organizers were looking for a
professional solution at a low cost. I right
away had to join forces with Panasonic.
I was overwhelmed by the support I got
from Panasonic from the start to the end.

Panasonic displays were selected on
account of the brand’s outstanding
performance which has made it the best
choice for commercial displays in the
European and national AV markets.

Mikkel Behrend, Rental Manager, AV CENTER

Oriol Massagué, Product Manager of Panasonic Visual
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2016 Projectors line-up

Installation

1-Chip DLP™ lamp based models
PT-DZ870/870L*1

Large Venue Solid Shine Series

8,500 lm | WUXGA

PT-RZ31K

28,000 lm / 27,000 lm*2
WUXGA

PT-DZ780/780L*1

7,000 lm | WUXGA

28,000 lm / 27,000 lm*2
SXGA+

PT-RZ12K

10,000 lm | 4K+

12,000 lm | WUXGA

PT-RS11K

6,500 lm | WUXGA

NEW

3,500 lm | WXGA

NEW

PT-FZ570

4,500 lm | WUXGA

PT-RZ570

3,500 lm | Full HD

PT-VZ575N

3,000 lm | Full HD

PT-VZ570

3,500 lm | WXGA

4,800 lm | WUXGA

PT-VW355N

Large Venue

3-Chip DLP™ lamp based models
20,000 lm | WUXGA
Geo. Pro

Geo. Pro

PT-DZ13K

PT-DS12K

Geo. Pro

Geo. Pro

12,000 lm | WUXGA

LCD

20,000 lm | SXGA+

12,000 lm | SXGA+

PT-EX16K
16,000 lm | XGA

PT-DW17K2
17,000 lm | WXGA

PT-DW11K
11,000 lm | WXGA

PT-LB412

PT-DZ16K2

4,100 lm | XGA

16,000 lm | Full HD

Option

PT-LW362

PT-DZ10K

3,600 lm | WXGA
Option

Option

10,600 lm | WUXGA

PT-VW535N

5,000 lm | WXGA

PT-VW530

5,000 lm | WXGA

PT-VW350

4,000 lm | WXGA

PT-LB382

3,800 lm | XGA

PT-LW312

3,100 lm | WXGA

PT-VX605N

5,500 lm | XGA

PT-VX600

5,500 lm | XGA

PT-VX425N

4,500 lm | XGA

PT-VX420
4,500 lm | XGA

PT-LB332

3,300 lm | XGA
Option

PT-LB300

PT-LB280

PT-TX402

PT-TX312

3,100 lm | XGA

2,800 lm | XGA

Option

Geo. Pro

PT-EX12K
13,000 lm | XGA

Short Throw
LCD

PT-TW343R
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PT-FX500

5,000 lm | XGA

Option

Option

3,300 lm | WXGA
NOTE: The specifications are subject to change without notice. *1: Lens-less model. *2: Centre / ANSI.

PT-FW530

4,500 lm | WXGA

LCD

PT-RZ475

PT-RW330

PT-DS20K2

Option

Portable

4,000 lm | WXGA

PT-DZ21K2

Option

5,300 lm | XGA

Option

4,800 lm | WUXGA

PT-RZ370

6,200 lm | XGA

Option

Option

1-Chip DLP™ LED/laser-combined light source models
3,500 lm | Full HD

5,800 lm | WXGA

5,400 lm / 5,200*2
WUXGA

6,500 lm | WXGA

PT-RW430

PT-EW650/650L*1 PT-EX620/620L*1

5,000 lm | WXGA

10,400 lm / 10,000 lm*2
XGA

Geo. Pro

PT-RZ470

7,500 lm | XGA

PT-EW550/550L*1 PT-EX520/520L*1

PT-RW930/930L*1 PT-RX110/110L*1

PT-RW630/630L*1

PT-EZ590/590L*1
Option

Geo. Pro

PT-RZ670/670L*1

7,000 lm | WXGA

5,400 lm | WUXGA

1-Chip DLP™ laser light source models

10,000 lm / 9,400 lm*2
WXGA

6,500 lm | WUXGA

Geo. Pro

Installation Solid Shine Series
10,000 lm / 9,400 lm*2
WUXGA

PT-DX820/820L*1

8,200 lm | XGA

PT-EZ770Z/770ZL*1 PT-EZ730Z/730ZL*1 PT-EX800Z/800ZL*1

NEW

PT-RZ970/970L*1

PT-DZ750/750L*1

7,000 lm | WXGA

LCD

12,000 lm | SXGA+

Geo. Pro

Geo. Pro

NEW

*6*7

Geo. Pro

Geo. Pro

PT-RQ13K

10,000 lm | XGA

*6*7

Geo. Pro

PT-RS30K

Geo. Pro

8,500 lm | WXGA

*6*7

3-Chip DLP™ laser light source models
NEW

PT-DW830/830L*1 PT-DX100/100L*1

Image: PT-TW343R

Option

PT-TW342

3,300 lm | WXGA
Option

3,800 lm | XGA
Option

3,200 lm | XGA
Option
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2016 Displays line-up
4K UHD
LQ Series

LQ70

500cd/m

2

Protective
Glass

Actual resolution:
3840 x 2160p

Indoor
AF Series

LQ70L
500cd/m2

98" | TH-98LQ70

84" | TH-84LQ70

With protective glass

With protective glass

-	620 W
-	Approx. 136.0 kg/299.8 lbs
-	2233 x 1288 x 122 mm
87.9" x 50.7" x 4.8"

-	540 W
-	Approx. 108.0 kg/238.1 lbs
-	1949 x 1141 x 99 mm
76.7" x 44.9" x 3.9"

Video Wall
LFV Series

Without protective glass

- 620 W
-	Approx. 105.0 kg /231.5 lbs
-	2233 x 1288 x 113 mm
87.9" x 50.7" x 4.4"

- 540 W
-	Approx. 84.0 kg/185.2 lbs
-	1949 x 1141 x 92 mm
76.7" x 44.9" x 3.6"

55" | TH-55LFV60

LFV70

55" | TH-55LFV70

700cd/m

DIGITAL LINK:
LFV70 Series only

98" | TH-98LQ70L 84" | TH-84LQ70L
Without protective glass

LFV60
2

700cd/m

2

700cd/m

2

AF1

55" | TH-55AF1

49" | TH-49AF1

- 190 W
-	175 W
- Approx. 25.0 kg/55.2 lbs
-	Approx. 19.3 kg/42.6 lbs
- 1229 x 699 x 72 mm
-	1093 x 623 x 72 mm
x 27.6” or
x 2.8”
43.1”byxGoogle
24.6” and
x 2.8”
The Android robot48.4”
is reproduced
modified from work created and	
shared
used according

500cd/m2

42" | TH-42AF1

COMING SOON

- 155 W
- Approx. 15.6 kg/34.4 lbs
- 947 x 541 x 72 mm
37.3” x 21.3” x 2.8”

70" | TH-70LF50

-	380 W
-	Approx. 60.0 kg/132.3 lbs
-	1848 x 1073 x 89 mm
	72.8" x 42.2" x 3.5"

-	260 W
-	Approx. 47.0 kg/103.6 lbs
-	1604 x 931 x 89 mm
	63.2" x 36.7" x 3.5"

LF80

55" | TH-55LF80

49" | TH-49LF80

42" | TH-42LF80

-	190 W
-	Approx. 24.7 kg/54.5 lbs
-	1229 x 699 x72 mm
	48.4" x 27.6" x 2.8"

-	175 W
-	Approx. 19.0 kg/41.9 lbs
-	1093 x 623 x 72 mm
	43.1" x 24.6" x 2.8"

-	155 W
-	Approx. 15.3kg/33.7 lbs
-	947 x 541 x 72 mm
	37.3" x 21.3" x 2.8"

LF8

55" | TH-55LF8

49" | TH-49LF8

42" | TH-42LF8

700cd/m

DIGITAL LINK:
LF80

2

700cd/m2

SLOT2.0:
LF50 Series only

500cd/m2

-	185 W
-	Approx. 24.7 kg/54.5 lbs
-	1229 x 699 x72 mm
	48.4" x 27.6" x 2.8"

-	160 W
-	Approx. 19.0 kg/41.9 lbs
-	1093 x 623 x 72 mm
	43.1" x 24.6" x 2.8"

LFX Series

EF Series

NEW

EF1

350cd/m

LFE Series

LFE8

350cd/m

22

2

2

84" | TH-84EF1

75" | TH-75EF1

65" | TH-65LFE8

55" | TH-55LFE8

-	160 W
-	Approx. 36.2 kg/79.9 lbs
-	1451 x 829 x 62 mm
	57.2" x 32.7" x 2.5"

-	170 W
-	Approx. 16.0 kg/35.3 lbs
-	1239 x 712 x 62 mm
	48.8" x 28.0" x 2.5"

48" | TH-48LFE8

43" | TH-43LFE8

-	150 W
-	Approx. 11.5 kg/25.4 lbs
-	1082 x 624 x 62 mm
	42.6" x 24.6" x 2.5"

-	135 W
-	Approx. 8.7 kg/19.2 lbs
-	969 x 560 x 61 mm
	38.2" x 22.1" x 2.4"

-	TBD
-	TBD
-	1910 x 1102 x78 mm
	75.2" x 43.4" x 3.1"

-	TBD
-	TBD
-	TBD

LFX60
Protective
Glass

-	145 W
-	Approx. 15.3kg/33.7 lbs
-	947 x 541 x 72 mm
	37.3" x 21.3" x 2.8"

Multi-touch
BF Series

Protective
Glass

Entry

LFV5

500cd/m

2

55" | TH-55LFV6
- 210 W
-	Approx. 30.0 kg/66.1 lbs
-	1213 x 684 x 95 mm
47.8" x 26.9" x 3.7"

47" | TH-47LFV5
-	160 W
-	Approx. 25.0 kg/55.1 lbs
-	1045 x 590 x 109 mm
41.1" x 23.2" x 4.3"

Panasonic introduces its new extreme narrow bezel to bezel 1.8mm*
video wall display.
* Bezel to Bezel

Outdoor

80" | TH-80LF50

LF50

500cd/m

2

The new Video wall provides highly seamless image quality with simplified operation for signage and information display
and business application.

to terms described in the Creative Commons 3.0 Attribution License.

LF Series

-	330 W
-	Approx. 30.0 kg/66.1 lbs
-	1213 x 684 x 95 mm
47.8" x 26.9" x 3.7"

LFV6

55"

Featuring AndroidTM based platform
NEW

-	290 W
-	Approx. 30.0 kg/66.1 lbs
-	1213 x 684 x 95 mm
47.8" x 26.9" x 3.7"

2000cd/m2

NEW

BF1

350cd/m2

47" | TH-47LFX60
-	370 W
-	Approx. 47.0 kg/103.0 lbs
-	1162 x 706 x 216 mm
	45.8" x 27.8" x 8.5"

LFX6N
1200cd/m2

47" | TH-47LFX6N
-	270 W
-	Approx. 47.0 kg/103.0 lbs
-	1162 x 706 x 216 mm
	45.8" x 27.8" x 8.5"

80" | TH-80BF1

65" | TH-65BF1

50" | TH-50BF1

-	TBD
-	TBD
-	1868 x 1093 x 104 mm
73.5" x 43.0" x 4.1"

-	TBD
-	TBD
-	1517 x 892 x 106 mm
59.7" x 35.1" x 4.2"

-	TBD
-	TBD
-	1185 x 705 x 103 mm
46.7" x 27.8" x 4.1"

32" | TH-32EF1
-	TBD
-	Approx. 5.2 kg/11.4 lbs
-	727 x 426 x 64 mm
-	28.6" x 16.8" x 2.5"

NOTE: The specifications are subject to change without notice.
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